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Guide by Luca Mezzalira
Micro frontends are a modular approach to front-end development that
breaks down an application into smaller, independent units. These units
can be developed, deployed, and managed independently, making it easier
to build and maintain complex front-end applications.

In this guide, we will explore the concepts, benefits, and challenges of
micro frontends. We will also offer guidance on how to design, implement,
and test micro frontends.

Micro frontends are built on the following key concepts:
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Modular architecture: Micro frontends are designed as independent
modules that can be combined to create a larger application. This
makes it easier to develop and maintain complex applications, as each
module can be developed and tested independently.
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Independent deployment: Micro frontends can be deployed
independently of each other. This allows teams to work on different
parts of an application in parallel, and to deploy changes to individual
modules without affecting the rest of the application.

Shared infrastructure: Micro frontends share a common
infrastructure, such as a single-page application (SPA) framework and
a deployment pipeline. This reduces the overhead of developing and
maintaining micro frontends, and ensures that they are consistent with
the rest of the application.

Micro frontends offer a number of benefits over traditional front-end
architectures, including:

Improved scalability: Micro frontends can be scaled independently,
making it easier to handle increased traffic or add new features.

Faster development: Micro frontends can be developed more quickly
than traditional front-end architectures, as teams can work on different
parts of an application in parallel.

Reduced maintenance: Micro frontends are easier to maintain than
traditional front-end architectures, as changes to individual modules
can be made without affecting the rest of the application.

Improved testability: Micro frontends are easier to test than
traditional front-end architectures, as they can be tested independently.

Micro frontends also introduce some challenges, including:



Complexity: Micro frontends can be more complex to design and
implement than traditional front-end architectures. This is because
micro frontends require a well-defined architecture and a robust
deployment pipeline.

Communication: Micro frontends need to communicate with each
other in order to share data and functionality. This can be challenging
to implement, especially if the micro frontends are developed using
different technologies.

Testing: Micro frontends can be difficult to test, as they need to be
tested both individually and as part of the larger application.

When designing a micro frontend architecture, there are a number of
factors to consider, including:

The size and complexity of the application: The size and complexity
of the application will determine the number of micro frontends that are
needed.

The skills and experience of the development team: The skills and
experience of the development team will determine the technologies
that are used to develop the micro frontends.

The deployment environment: The deployment environment will
determine the deployment strategy for the micro frontends.

Once these factors have been considered, the following steps can be taken
to design a micro frontend architecture:



1. Identify the main components of the application. The main
components of the application should be identified and decomposed
into smaller, independent modules.

2. Create a shared infrastructure. A shared infrastructure should be
created to provide common services to the micro frontends. This
infrastructure can include a single-page application (SPA) framework,
a deployment pipeline, and a logging system.

3. Define the communication protocols between the micro
frontends. The communication protocols between the micro frontends
should be defined. These protocols should specify how the micro
frontends will share data and functionality.

4. Test the micro frontends. The micro frontends should be tested
individually and as part of the larger application.

Once the micro frontend architecture has been designed, the micro
frontends can be implemented. The following steps can be taken to
implement micro frontends:

1. Create the micro frontends. The micro frontends can be created
using any technology stack. However, it is important to choose a
technology stack that is well-suited for developing micro frontends.

2. Configure the shared infrastructure. The shared infrastructure
should be configured to provide common services to the micro
frontends.



3. Deploy the micro frontends. The micro frontends should be deployed
to the production environment using a continuous delivery pipeline.

4. Monitor the micro frontends. The micro frontends should be
monitored to ensure that they are performing as expected.

Micro frontends should be tested both individually and as part of the larger
application. The following types of tests can be used to test micro
frontends:

Unit tests: Unit tests test the individual components of a micro
frontend.

Integration tests: Integration tests test the communication between
micro frontends.

End-to-end tests: End-to-end tests test the entire application,
including the micro frontends.

Micro frontends offer a number of benefits over traditional front-end
architectures. However, they also introduce some challenges. By following
the guidance in this guide, you can design, implement, and test micro
frontends successfully.

Luca Mezzalira is a software engineer with over 10 years of experience. He
has written extensively about micro frontends and other front-end
development topics. Luca is also the author of the book "Building Micro
Frontends".
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